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Pets
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JODiE WEstWOOD’s 10-year-old rescue, Pete the turkey,
stands confidently.

Banner photos, DANIEL GUY

CaNaaN
WELLs and
Barrett Bowling’s
Sphynx cat, Beth,
warms up in her
hammock by the
window.

Maisy, right, and Ace get ready for the hockey playoffs in
jerseys of their favorite teams. They are the fur companions of
Saralyn Norkus.
ON thE COVEr: Owner Shannon Guy introduces her curious 5year-old Devon Rex cat, Watson, to a baby chick. Photo by Daniel Guy.

FOr a rarE
iNstaNt,
William and Amber
Dawson’s longhaired
dachshund, Bailey,
poses for the camera.
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A piece of chocolate could be fatal for your pet
By CHRISTY ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer

You are a dog owner sitting down for a
nice meal at home, and the inevitable happens. You feel a soft paw on your leg or a
whine as your furry friend lets you know he
or she would love a taste of your food.
Pet lovers might be tempted to slip their
dogs a few morsels, but it is important to
make sure the food in question is not harmful for dogs. Several foods humans eat can
cause serious illness for dogs — and can
even prove to be fatal.
A recent report put out by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration points out that
there are many foods humans can eat
which have been shown to be harmful for
dogs.
Dr. Carmela Stamper, a veterinarian at
the USDA, explained dogs’ bodies process
food a lot differently than humans’ bodies
do.
“Our bodies may break down foods or
other chemicals that a dog’s can’t tolerate,”

Stamper said.
There are many factors which can affect
how dogs react to food. Just like people,
different dogs can have different allergies
and sensitivities. A food that might be
harmful for one dog might be OK for
another. For example, smaller dogs may be
more sensitive to harmful foods.
To be on the safe side, Stamper suggests
being mindful of foods which have been
shown to be harmful to dogs.
The American Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, which runs a poison
control hotline for pet owners, has compiled a list of foods which can be bad for
dogs and other pets.
They include:
• Alcohol — This can cause vomiting,
diarrhea, decreased coordination, central
nervous system depression, difficulty
breathing, tremors, abnormal blood acidity,
coma and even death in pets.
• Animal bones — These can splinter,
causing grave internal injuries such as
bowel perforation, or cause a dog to choke,

(423) 790-5700 • faithfulfriendpets.com

which can also be life-threatening.
• Chocolate, coffee and caffeine — These
items contain substances called methylxanthines known to cause vomiting and diarrhea, panting, excessive thirst and urination, hyperactivity, abnormal heart rhythm,
tremors, seizures and even death.
• Citrus — These fruits contain citric acid
which can cause symptoms ranging from
stomach upset (if eating the fruit itself) to
irritation and central nervous system
depression (if eating the stems, leaves,
peels or seeds, or fruit in large quantities).
• Coconut and coconut oil — These items
can cause stomach upset, loose stools or
diarrhea; coconut water also contains high
levels of potassium and should not be
served to pets.
• Grapes and raisins — These items contain an unknown substance which has been
observed to cause kidney failure.
• Macadamia nuts — This particular nut
can cause weakness, depression, vomiting,
tremors and hyperthermia in dogs.
• Milk and dairy — This can cause diar-

rhea or other digestive upset, due to pets
not being able to process lactose well.
• Nuts, including almonds, pecans, and
walnuts — These contain high amounts of
oils and fats and can cause vomiting and
diarrhea, and potentially pancreatitis, in
pets.
See TOXIC, Page 5
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Fostering — until a ‘furever’ home is found
By SARALYN NORKUS
Staff Writer

If you have ever adopted an animal from
a rescue group, chances are that it was first
loved and cared for at a foster home.
Fostering is especially important for animal rescue groups, as it can open space for
them to take in another animal and helps
socialize the dog or cat so that it will be
ready to move into its ‘furever’ home environment.
In our area, there are numerous organizations that are helping to save animals and
see them placed in new, loving homes, but
their work wouldn’t be possible without the
help of a multitude of foster homes. One
such home is Westwood Farms, owned and
operated by Jodie and Frank Westwood.
“When people find out you foster, you’re
a sucker,” Jodie joked.
“I can’t even remember how long I have
been fostering; it’s well over seven years.”
Having already been involved in the rescue world, not much changed for Jodie
when she won Chattanooga’s St. Jude
Dream House raffle in 2014. She sold the
home and donated the money to help support the animal rescue organizations in
Bradley County.
“I gave it all away to the animal centers
here,” Jodie stated.
With her donations, Dixie Day Spay was
able to purchase new equipment for its
spay/neuter clinic, the SPCA was able to
ship more dogs to other rescues and forever
homes, and SHARP, a Polk County rescue
group, received spay/neuter vouchers to
distribute in the area.
What Westwood had leftover was used to
start the Westwood Farms Foundation.
According to their mission statement, the
501(c)(3) aims to “relieve over-population
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KIM HOWARD, left, and Brenda Voytik, right, love on two puppies who are
currently staying at Westwood Farms.
and abuse of animals in Bradley County,
Tennessee.” Any funding received is used to
“support various nonprofit organizations
that are focused on spay/neuter, emergency
veterinary care and cost of transportation
to other areas of the country who desire
‘furever’ loving homes.”
In 2014, Westwood Farm fostered over
65 animals in its facility, while 2015
brought in over 70. In 2016, more than 87
animals were in the care of Westwood, and
thus far in 2017, it has had 58 fosters.
“Somebody has to volunteer to foster

dogs – I’ve got the space and if someone is
going to help support me fostering the dogs
by bringing in the food, why not? It’s your
duty, really. It’s a duty to foster,” Jodie
said.
On top of her fostering duties, Jodie, who
is disabled, helps care for her mother, who
has dementia, as well as her own seven
farm dogs and assorted barn cats.
Still, fostering dogs is a passion for the
animal lover – especially a certain kind of
dog.
“My specialty is fostering pregnant dogs,”

Jodie commented.
At Westwood Farms you will find a large
chalkboard, filled from front to back with a
list of names. Those names are of the dogs
and puppies currently in residence at the
farm. Each time one moves on to its new
home, they cross the name off the board.
“You love them and you try to prepare
them for human hands, love and manners.
You try to do as much as you can, but the
joy is when you see the homes they’ve gone
to – that makes it all better,” Jodie
detailed.
“I’ve cried over dogs that I have shipped
out, but I know that they are going to wonderful homes and I’ve seen videos of kids
and adults crying when they get this puppy
that I’ve nurtured.”
She added that all of her puppies and
dogs listen to Whoop FM radio so that they
arrive at their homes with a “twang.”
Barbara Gordon, who is affiliated with
SHARP, currently has two momma dogs
and their pups staying at Westwood.
“Jodie gets it, that if we can move a dog
to another home then we’ve got a spot for
another dog,” Gordon explained.
“She does the most marvelous job (of
preparing them).”
The most animals Jodie has ever had in
her barn at one time is 54, which she
admitted was “rough.” She’s not alone in
her efforts though, as Westwood Farms has
help from two other devoted animal lovers,
Kim Howard and Brenda Voytik.
Howard, they like to joke, was inherited
by Westwood when she took in a stray rescue named Sam. The dog stayed and so did
Howard. Voytik was also connected to
Westwood Farms through Sam and other
fosters, and now helps love on the dogs at
See FOSTERING, Page 5
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NOT
ALL ANIMALS who
come to
Westwood
Farms leave.
Sicily found
her forever
home with
the
Westwood
family.
Banner photo, SARALYN NORKUS

IT’S PUPPIES, PUPPIES, PUPPIES as Jodie Westwood regularly takes
in pregnant dogs and fosters them and their puppies. This bunch of frisky pups
will soon be headed north to their new homes.
FOSTERING
from page 4
Westwood Farms and even provides them
with healthy, homemade treats like “pupsicles” in the summer.
For those who wantto adopt a pet, those
affiliated with Westwood Farms and other
rescues have many worthwhile tips to consider.
“Spay and neuter immediately – they are
not an object to make money with by having
them reproduce,” Voytik said.
TOXIC
from page 3
• Onions, garlic and chives — These can
cause gastrointestinal irritation and could
lead to red blood cell damage.
• Raw/undercooked meat or eggs —
This which can contain salmonella and E.
coli bacteria, which humans are susceptible to as well; Raw eggs also contain an
enzyme called avidin, which can lead to
skin and coat problems.
• Salt and salty snack foods — These can
cause excessive thirst and urination, or
even sodium ion poisoning in pets, in large
amounts. Signs of this include vomiting,
diarrhea, depression, tremors, elevated
body temperature, seizures and even
death.
• Xylitol — This can cause insulin resistance, which can lead to liver failure. This
artificial sweetener is found in candies,
gums and some types of peanut butter.
• Yeast dough — This can cause gas to
accumulate in your pet’s digestive system,

Gordon and Howard both stressed that
adopting a pet is like “taking on a family
member,” and you “don’t just throw them
out on the street” when the newness wears
off.
For Westwood, knowingpeople do in fact
get a dog and then decide to dump it somewhere is especially upsetting.
“What makes me the sickest of all is when
people get tired of their dogs and take them
out and dump them in the middle of
nowhere – it’s a mentality that is sick,” she
commented.
which be painful and even cause the stomach to bloat, and potentially twist, which
would be a life-threatening emergency.
Yeast produce ethanol as a by-product,
and a dog can also become “drunk” (see
Alcohol).
The USDA report includes most of the
same findings. Stamper suggests avoiding
giving dogs fried or fatty foods, because
this can lead to pancreatitis.
Cat owners should also be mindful of the
foods they feed their pets, Stamper said.
However, cats are “far pickier eaters than
dogs and do not often get into trouble by
eating foods that will harm them.”
Still, she noted cats are “super sensitive”
to onions, garlic, and onion and garlic
powders, so one should avoid feeding cats
dishes which include those items.
If a pet is showing signs of illness after
eating a toxic food, owners are encouraged
to seek medical attention as soon as possible. One can also seek advice through the
ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center at
888-426-4435.

For Westwood, fostering so many animals
is just her way of helping to make the community a better place.
“If you want a clean, healthy city, you need
to have clean and healthy pets – you need to
have a bit of a commitment to your space, to
your neighborhood, and foster a dog,” she
declared.
More information about the Westwood
Farms Foundation can be found on Facebook
at https://www.facebook.com/WestwoodFarms-Foundation-823510411023647/.
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THIS MOMMA DOG was rescued from Polk County with her two
puppies. Once skittish around humans,
she has learned what it means to be
loved while at Westwood Farms.

Every Pet
Needs A Home!
We at Bender Realty love our pets
as much as you love yours! That’s
why we try extra hard to
make sure your beloved
family member will be just
as comfortable in your new
home as you are.
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This sonny safari
creative grooming design was a
winner in 2016 for Cindy
Oliver. The fur has been sculpted and dyed on both sides of
the dog.

Cindy
oliver is owner
and groomer for
The Rollin’
Doghouse Mobile
Pet Grooming in
Cleveland.

Cindy Oliver is more than a groomer — she’s an artist
By GWEN SWIGER
Associated Editor

“When people ask me how many dogs I
have, I tell them I have about 200,” noted
Cindy Oliver.
Oliver is owner and groomer of The
Rollin’ Doghouse Mobile Pet Grooming.
She said her clients and their dogs “are
family.”
“I have been grooming since 1995 and
mobile since 2004,” she said.
“I love it .... love it,” she said.
“You get to know the people and build
relationships with them and their dogs,”
Oliver noted.
She said the mobile unit is better for the
dogs. It is “less stressful (for the dogs) and
quieter than a kennel.
“It is convenient to the customer. It helps
the dog,” she reiterated.
She said it takes an hour to two hours —
depending on the size of the dog — to do the
whole works.
She has not taken a new client in seven
years; however, “I am starting to get holes,”
she said. She has a waiting list. She has a
regular rotation of customers every eight
weeks.
After Christmas she takes a week off and

begins making an organizational calendar
In 2016, she had her best year at creative
for the next year.
design competition.
“I majored in animal science and agricul“I had seven first places and one second
ture. I was in pre-vet. I got a scholarship in
place. ... I go all over the nation to compete
golf at Tennessee Tech,” she
— Vegas, Chicago, new
said.
Jersey, Hershey, Atlanta,
“Grooming is an
She changed her focus
Houston, all over,” she said.
art itself, but creafter observing a bone surShe not only took first
ative takes it to the
gery. She realized veternariplace at Groom Texas in
next level. It’s a
ary was not the occupation
Houston, but the People’s
work of art. It’s crefor her.
Choice Award. She took first
ating a masterpiece
“I have always loved aniat the All American Groom
from a blank canvas
mals — dogs,” she said. She
Show, also. She was named
which is the dog’s
enjoys making them feel
Creative Groomer of the
fur.”
better.
Year, which she has been
— Cindy Oliver
When the dogs are
nominated for each year
groomed, “they just strut.
since 2012.
You can tell they feel better.”
“I draw it all out on paper
In 2009, she saw Angela Cartwright’s dog before I do the design on the dog. I decide
with a creative design.
the colors and everything before I start —
“I have always liked to draw. I decided I
making sure the design is balanced,” Oliver
am going to do that (creative design on her
said.
dog),” she said.
“Grooming is an art itself, but creative
“In 2009, I did my first design of M&Ms.
takes it to the next level. It’s a work of art.
I was hooked after that,” Oliver said.
It’s creating a masterpiece from a blank
“All I use is nontoxic dyes for dogs. It is
canvas which is the dog’s fur. Instead of just
specifically designed for them. It either has
doing it on paper, I do it on both paper and
to grow out or you cut it out.
fur.
“I can compete a year with the design,”
“I love to watch people’s reactions when
she explained.
they see my dog. They immediately want to

pet it. I get lots of smiles and double takes,”
she said.
“The whole process is about 30 hours. I
do it in sessions. I do the carving first,
which is like a normal grooming.
“They (the dogs) are use to grooming in
two or three hours, so it is not a big thing
for them,” she said.
She does designs on her three standard
poodles — Sassie, who is a black standard;
and Paisley and Sonny, who are white standard poodles.
“My daughter is an artist, too. She has
made the design for next year,” Oliver said.
Before each show, she does maintenance
or touch up on the paint.
“That is the main thing the judges look
for is the vibrancy of the color,” she said.
“I would not put on my dogs — they are
like my kids — anything that would hurt
them. They are spoiled,” she said.
She has been selected as a member of the
Global Andis Education Team as a creative
grooming educator/ambassador. As an
ambassador she does talks at seminars and
demonstrations. She also does testing of
product.
Oliver is married to Alan, who works at
M&M. She has two daughters, Ainsley, 10,
and Allie, 14.
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FUR-FAMILY
For more than 10 years, our caring Resort Specialists have been welcoming
our furry friends, making them feel The Uptown Hound is their paradise
away from home! When it come to comfort and accommodations, love
and dedication, we have everything under one WOOF!

PEACE OF MIND
Our Resort has many sophisticated safety and wellness systems to ensure
healthy pets and peace of mind - including fully fenced yards, air filtration,
advanced security systems as well as Canine Concierges for all guests.
Seminars for continued education for all staff members such as: Pet Safety
and CPR Certification.

AWARD-WINNING
Multiple recipient of Bradley County’s People’s Choice Award. The
Uptown Hound Pet Resort has received The Reader’s Choice awards for
“Best Pet Lodging,” “Best Place to Take Your Pet,” and Runner Up for
“The Best Overall Business in Bradley County.”

VISIT THE UPTOWN HOUND PET MARKET
We carry the following foods:
Primal • Fromm • Answers • Zignature • Tuffy’s
We offer frequent buyer program: Buy Twelve Get One Free

Bark at Us Today!
423.478.0555
www.theuptownhound.com
3506 Old Freewill Rd.
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Want a unique pet?
... How about a hissing cockroach?

Pets

By BRIAN GRAVES
Staff Writer

To most, having a pet means the dog or
cat, or maybe even a goldfish.
But, the range of animals kept as pets
around the world are wide and, perhaps,
even a little strange.
Take the sugar glider, for instance.
Part of the possum family, sugar gliders
are quickly becoming one of America's
favorite peculiar pet species.
They are native to Australia and get their
name because of a special membrane that
extends from the front leg to the hind leg,
allowing them to glide from tree to tree.
The average full-grown glider will weigh
only about 3 ounces and reach around 7
inches in length.
They are capable of bonding with people
and need a proper enclosure with enough
space to allow them to climb on tree
branches.
This animal is probably not ideal for a
household with small children, since gliders
do have sharp teeth and claws that can hurt
inexperienced handlers.

Hissing cockroach

Sugar glider
How about a hissing cockroach pet?
Yes, the hissing insect is popular with
their owners. They don't fly or bite, and the
hissing sound they make is pretty cool, too.
These roaches need small living spaces
with places to hide from light, and sticks to
climb.
They are excellent climbers and have
been known to climb right out of their
enclosures.
Experts recommend keeping the top couple inches of the enclosures coated with
petroleum jelly to inhibit the roaches from
escaping.
These insects like fresh veggies with any
type of dry pellet food that's high in protein
— even dog food will do the trick.
Because they don't bite or sting, these
cockroaches could make excellent first pets
for children, especially those interested in
bugs.
For something a with a little more familiarity, maybe a miniature donkey might be
a good fit.
The American Pet Products Association
reports that more than 3 million people in
the U.S. own equine animals, including

Miniature donkey
miniature donkeys.
According to the National Miniature
Donkey Association, these animals make
good pets because they are affectionate
and good with children.
Mini donkeys actually aren't all that
tiny. They are about 3 feet tall and weigh
between 200 and 350 pounds at maturity.
Mini donkeys have needs similar to
those of full-size donkeys: plenty of hay,
grain, fresh water and access to a fenced
pasture with dry shelter.
They also require regular vaccines and
should have their hooves trimmed every
two to three months.
NMDA explains they need the companionship of other mini donkeys, as
they are not solitary animals, so taking
one on means taking on at least a pair.
As with any pet outside of the norm,
always check local laws and statutes concerning the legality of keeping one of
these unique pets.

Banner photos, DANIEL GUY

TISHA NEYMAN-MorgAN’S
rescue animal, Louis Vuitton the Lemur,
sits confidently inside his kingdom.
DANIEL
and
Shannon
Guy’s 4year-old
Devon Rex
cat, Luna,
sits by the
door listening to the
birds.

Danah Duff Stewart
“Hometown Girl”
Born and raised in the “City with
Spirit” For all your home buying
and selling needs
“Let Me Get You Home”

Cell: 423.596.0675
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ServiCe Dog
Abby helps veteran get back to a ‘normal’ life
By ALLEN MINCEY
Staff Writer

In high school, Heather Thompson wanted to go
to college but didn’t want to be in debt when she
graduated, so she felt serving in the military was a
perfect way to do it, plus obtaining
some job experience.
However, she left the U.S. Navy
after four years, and found dealing
with everyday normal issues was not
easy.
“I grew up a lot during my four
years in the Navy,” Thompson says.
“I learned a lot about people, teamwork and trust, and I’d do it over
again. But military service changed
me in ways I didn’t expect. I looked
at life differently when I got out. It
wasn’t about me and my family anymore. It was about survival — what
was around the next corner, who was
out there to get me. I was always on
edge; I couldn’t relax. I was an emotional basket case and didn’t know
why. I was constantly analyzing risk
in everything I did, plus my family. I was exhausted.”
She said she was diagnosed with post-traumatic
stress disorder, and wondered if she could ever get
back to a ‘normal’ life.
The Spring City resident said she had never been
out of that town, except for a few trips to
Chattanooga, before joining the Navy. When she
returned to Tennessee, she found herself “older and
wiser, but also tougher and colder.”
Thompson tried several ways to get back to the
life she knew as a civilian before 2007, but was find-

ing it difficult.
She said school, and even the Veterans’ Clinic
“proved to be a constant struggle.” She knew she
needed help.
In stepped Abby.
In 2013, a friend gave Thompson a black Labrador
retriever puppy. Her dad, Mark
Podbielski, suggested the name that
stuck: “Abby Normal” from the
“Whose Brain Did I Put In?” scene in
the Mel Brooks’ comedy “Young
Frankenstein.”
Not long after, Thompson heard
about a service dog-training program.
As soon as Abby was old enough, the
pair enrolled.
“Abby changed my life. She helps
keep me calm and focused, alerting
me when necessary,” Thompson said.
“My husband says I’ve done a complete 180 since I got her. She’s given
me back my confidence. I even reenrolled in college and graduated.”
Thompson wants vets suffering
with PTSD to know what a difference
a service dog can make.
“I’ve joked about making Abby her own Facebook
page so people can get a glimpse into the life of a
service dog — and I just may do it,” she jokes.
Abby, now 4, is a calm dog, which helps
Thompson deal with life. She travels with her, and
recently spent a day with Thompson at a local car
dealership where she was having her vehicle serviced. Abby either ignored people or, when given permission, was kind to everyone who came up to her,
even though the Florida Gator shirt she was wearing
See ABBY, Page 10

Dennis
Anderson
476-1300
4160 N. Ocoee St.
(Heritage Place Professional
Condominium)

Contributed photo

HEATHER THOMPSON poses with her service dog,
Abby, a black Labrador retriever she has had for several years.
The service dog helps Thompson through each day, providing
comfort and companionship.

Teresa Gilbert, Manager
thevillagebakeshop.com - contact@thevillagebakeshop.com
423-476-5179 • 201 Keith St., SW • Cleveland, TN 37311
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Goin’ to the Dogs
has new larger location
Goin' to the Dogs
has recently completed
its move to a new location on Keith Street.
Along with the
updated facility, the
services and products
offered to customers
have grown in number.
Now when you step
inside the new location,
you will find your pet’s
favorite goodies,
Just a couple of the cuties groomed at Goin'
including cakes, cupto the Dogs.
cakes and cookies you
can purchase and bake
offered at the new location, too.
at home.
Goin' to the Dogs has full-service
You will also find a section stocked full
boarding with Sunday pickups available.
of clothing for your pets, hair bows, jewFull-service grooming with bathing,
elry and other items to make them just
brushing, combing, nail trimming and
beautiful.
filing, ears plucked and cleaned, anal
As always, Goin' to the Dogs offers
glands expressed and full body hair cuts.
grooming services from a staff who is
Add on services include, teeth brushing,
caring and compassionate with your pet.
nail painting, conditioning treatments,
Owner Kelly Knight is in the top 10 of
medicated shampoos, flea baths, sugar
the U.S. Olympic Grooming team.
“My staff is great! I could not be better scrubs, baths after skunk sprayings,
satisfied with the relationship we all have shedding treatments and hot oil treatments.
with each other and the professional
“From start to finish, we make your
work they do. Each groomer has their
pet's stay with us as comfortable as posown special talent and we all love our
sible,” Knight said.
clients. We treat them as we would want
The shop is located at 2855 Keith St.
our pets treated,” said Knight.
There is also a new bathing area where N.W., across from Tractor Supply in
the very smallest to the largest pet can be Cleveland.
You can reach Goin' to the Dogs at
bathed comfortably.
423-559-WOOF (9663).
There are several new services being

ABBY
from page 9
might have caused some to be taken aback.
Despite the attention, Abby’s eyes never let
Thompson out of her sight.
“She loves children and anyone who will
pay attention to her with a pet on the head
or stroke on her back when she isn’t working,” Thompson said. “She is just such a
sweet, loving dog.”
Thompson wants everyone to know that
having a service dog can be hard. People
look at you differently, especially being a
women veteran. Most people think she is
training a service dog for a ‘male’ veteran
instead of Abby being her own, or that Abby
is going to bite them. Service dogs are not to
be aggressive at all and should fit into the
public just as would anyone walking down
the street. They should be clean and well
mannered. She wants people to realize that
dogs do make mistakes, just as kids do. They
aren’t always perfect. Please always ask the
handler if it is OK to pet a service dog.
Sometimes it isn’t, depending on where the
dog is at in its training and what service the
dog provides.
Ultimately, Thompson wants to help her
fellow veterans as they re-enter civilian life.
She wants them to know there are programs
that can help, such as getting a service dog.
She is active in veterans associations at TVA
and Chattanooga State Community College.
The chance to help others is also what
motivates her at work, she says. Thompson
is a project control specialist with TVA.
“At TVA, I provide support for substation
engineering projects, mostly related to commissioning,” she explains. “There’s a lot
involved, from estimating the work-hours to
developing daily work schedules. My job
ensures that the area engineers stay on
schedule. I also assist with the final closure
of capital projects. This final closure helps
ensure that all substation updates are

reflected in project drawings.”
She stays focused on her primary mission:
“The way I see it, it all boils down to one
thing: supporting the area engineers in the
field. I do whatever I can to help them get
the job done safely so they can go home to
their families at the end of the day. I like
knowing that my work helps to provide reliable, affordable power to the people we
serve, too.”
“That’s what I love about my job — the
fact that I help people.”
Along with Abby, Thompson and her husband have two horses — Chester and
Cheyenne — and she has also volunteered as
a riding instructor for the Highlands Riding
Center (formerly Hixson Therapeutic Riding
Program), and now serves on their board.
“My dreams still involve horses,” she said.
“I’d like to get certified in equine-assisted
psychotherapy and bring equine therapy to
veterans in the Chattanooga area.”
Service is important to Thompson. “I’m
glad to have had the chance to serve my
country,” she says. “I understand the honor
of military service now more than I did
then.”
But serving other vets is her passion. She
is working on starting a nonprofit organization that will help veterans find and train
their own service dogs.
“Given my own struggles and the struggles
I’ve seen other vets go through – including
those that gave up, I’ve got to do something,” she emphatically said. “One estimate
is that 22 veterans commit suicide every day.
That’s unacceptable to me. They are my
brothers and sisters. All it takes is one word,
one friendship, to literally save someone’s
life.”
And, possibly one special friend like Abby.
If you are a veteran in need of help, you
can contact Thompson at
flagsandfur@gmail.com
(TVA provided much of this article, and
the photographs that accompany it.)

DOG
OBEDIENCE
TRAINING
Private or Group Lessons
40 Years Experience
References Available
Buddy Cummings
Instructor
(423) 472-1827

Bobby and Angie Ledford, Owners
(423) 472-9978 • Fax (423) 339-5884
2091 Waterlevel Hwy. SE • Cleveland
cccbody@aol.com
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Pets
Contributed photo

ISI, a 15-yearold Congo African
gray parrot,
spreads her wings.
Isi’s owner is Kim
Ingram-Davis.

Contributed photo

SANDY
BAGBY’S
horse,
Buttercup,
tries
to
stay
in
fashion
at
CANAAN WELLS and Barrett Bowling’s
JILLIAN FRADY enjoys a laugh with Charlie, her Yorkshire terri- husky, Dante, enjoys his naturally snowy habitat.
Bagby’s Critter Corral.
er. Jillian is the daughter of Tim and Rebecca Frady.
Contributed photo

Contributed photo

Bow! Wow! Bow Wow! Meow! Meow!
Wonderful pets of all kinds are hoping for loving new
forever homes. Meet the pet of your dreams at the
municipal Cleveland Animal Shelter, 360 Hill Street

Walk-Ins Welcome
Got Pain?Try Our Unique Approach to Chiropractic
Safe, Gentle Care For Children and Adults
Headaches Tension Stress

Complete Wellness
Chiropractic Center

Shelter hours are: weekdays, ll a.m.-5 p.m. and
Saturdays, l0 a.m.-noon.
See you soon at the caring shelter where your
new best friend is waiting for you!

95 Mikel Street • Cleveland, TN 37312
Dr. Eric Gruber
Dr. Wendy Gruber

476-0023
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